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  ________________________________________________________________________________ 

Abstract. General �aps of tree stands are a valuable source of infor�ation for landscape analyses. �here are border lines 
of subsections, and so�eti�es even forest sections, however they are usually difficult to field identification. �hese borders 
often serve only as tools. �s a result of spatial analyses, e.g. aggregation of chosen areas fro� data basis, done with the use 
of geoinfor�ation tools, other spatial units �ay be acquired, such as forest landscape units or forest age units. Such units 
characterise the analyzed area in so�e other way giving new infor�ation. On the basis of the analyses it �ay be stated that 
forest landscape units bring the division of a landscape area closer to the structure showed on topographical �aps. Forest 
age units show better structural differences of an individual forest phytocenosis and allow to catch invisible differences 
a�ong ele�ents of forest ecosyste�s. Broader use of chosen units needs �ore detailed studies. 
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Introduction

�ost of Forest Inspectorates in Poland already have at their disposals the co�plete digital �ap which consists 
of a graphic part with a data basis. �he forest digital �ap uses the standard for �ap creation and the structure 
of an attribute table, worked out in the for� of the instruction after the pilot survey. Such a �ap allows to 
�ake analyses and their results �ay be the�atical �aps. �he infor�ation registered in the data basis is used 
during the creation of such a the�atical �ap. �he created types of the�atical �aps depend on how the data 
basis is constructed. Exa�ples of �aps produced in this way are an exploitation �ap, an age structure �ap 
or a habitat �ap. �his way, the other infor�ation about the analyzed area is acquired, and this infor�ation is 
spatially presented. �he basic forest econo�ical unit used in forestry is a forest subsection. �his division has its 
detailed data-basis infor�ation, which describes its function-exploitation structure. Spatial analyses, e.g. data 
aggregation, �ake �any operations possible. �s the result of these operations we receive new infor�ation. �he 
effect of the analysis �ay be separated spatial units, which were not earlier distinguished. �he proposed units 
�ake it possible to use other than an econo�ical-use approach to the analyzed area and to define its internal 
variability. 

Study area

Studies over proposed landscape units and their spatial structure were done within 5x5k� square field situated 
in the Bory �ucholskie National Park (B�NP). �he whole preserved area is situated in Cho��nice ad�inistrative 
district and covers 4 789 ha, within it forest areas are 3 798 ha. �he buffer zone,10 286 ha, is the part of the 
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Zaborski Landscape Park. 
In the structure of study area land use forests (87,4%) and lakes (10,8%) have do�inated in 2000. Green lands, 
�arshlands, and arable areas were only 1,8% of the area. �here were no forest settle�ents in the analysed 
area. �he chosen area of the detailed analysis covers 75% of present forest sections which during 150 years 
of Prussian and Polish forest activities changed their shape, surface, and nu�eration. �aking into consideration 
a habitat, the analysed study area consists of 10 habitats of forest types, and fresh coniferous forest has the 
biggest share (al�ost 94%). �he rest of forest habitats cover s�all areas and exist �ainly along watercourses 
and around water basins. �aking into consideration species, pine is do�inating with the share of al�ost 99%. 
Present treestands belong to 8 age classes, and the oldest class is 141 – 160 years old. �he oldest, 153 years 
old pine tree stand exists in subsection 116a and 116f in the habitat of a fresh coniferous forest. �ree stands 
which are 21-60 years old (II and III class) are do�inating in the age structure, and they cover al�ost 50% of 
the forest surface in the study area.

Material�s, goal�, and met�odol�ogy o� st�dies 

Co�parative analyses have been done on the basis of tree stands general �aps created in 1:20 000 scale in: 
1952, 1966, 1976, 1987, and 2000. �uring analysis of those data, it has been observed that spatial structure 
presented on those �aps is a clearly econo�ical division, and it very often do not have anything co��on with 
the reality. Other data sources, such as aerial photographs and satellite i�ages, visually characterize variability 
in the structure of this area, which cannot be observed visually on forest �aps. �opographic �aps are often 
additional infor�ation source concerning a landscape, but they are seldo� (or never) updated, which �akes 
the� out of date, and consequently they are not used in co�parative analyses for short periods (e.g. every 10-
20 years). Figure 1 shows a part of the analyzed area on various data sources. Various �osaic structure of this 
forest landscape can be seen and it depends on the source of data. 
�he ai� of the study was to check the possibility of the use of general tree stand �aps in �ultite�poral and 
�ultisources studies. �he analysis of the chosen units was �ade, and it was based on the co�parison of the 
landscape structure worked out on the basis of the interpretation of general tree stand �aps and newly created 
landscape units after the process of data transfor�ation.
Studies were done with the use of tools and procedures of Geographical Infor�ation Syste� (GIS). Geospatial 
syste� with graphical ele�ents (geo�etry) and also co�plete data basis with attributes taken fro� Forest 
Inventory Books was created for the analyzed period (1952-2000). �he procedure for creating the syste� 
for landscape studies and the use of �ultite�poral data was described by �unz (1999, 2005, 2006 and 
2006a). Forest subsection was accepted as the basic spatial ele�ent. On the created geoinfor�ation syste�, 
aggregation of data was done according to criterion concerning the use and age of the subsection. In the 
process of aggregation done during analysis, rules proposed by �itchell (1999), Petit and La�bin (2002) were 
used.
�s the result of studies and data aggregation procedures new landscape units were acquired, and they were 
called: a forest landscape unit and a forest age unit. �ccording to the concept of the studies (�unz 2005), the 
forest landscape unit is defined as the part of a forest area covering neighbouring forest subsections which 
have their characteristic type of a land use. �he forest age unit is acquired in the si�ilar way, but it covers 
neighbouring forest subsections which have their characteristic si�ilar age of tree stands. �he �ain criterion for 
the deter�ination of the first unit was the land use, and in case of the second proposed unit it was the age class 
defined on the basis of valuation activities, and registered in the forest �anage�ent i�pact assess�ent. Forest 
landscape unit �ay be co�pared to a landscape patch chosen on the basis of topographic �aps. 
For produced in such a way new units of area division, a chosen indices of the landscape structure were 
calculated, e.g. the nu�ber of patches (NU�P), the total length of an edge (�E), a shape index (�SI), a fractal 
di�ension (F�), and Shannon diversity index (S�I).
�heoretical basis considering indexes of landscape structure �ay be found in studies of �cGarigal and �arks 
(1995) and �urner (1989). Gained results were co�pared with values acquired on the basis of the landscape 
structure analysis �ade on the basis of the traditional landscape division into forest subsections.
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Results

Forest landscape units and forest age units acquired on the basis of spatial analyses are shown on figure 2. 
On the left side of this figure, there are forest landscape units, and on the right – forest age units. In this figure, 
there can be seen spatial change in functional and age structure of tree stands in the analyzed area, in the 
following stages of forest landscape develop�ent. In table 1, there is the list of calculated �easures of a spatial 
landscape pattern for the proposed forest units and traditional forest subsections. 
In the whole analyzed period the nu�ber of acquired forest age units is �ore or less twice s�aller than the 
nu�ber of forest subsections shown on general �aps of tree stands (fig. 3). �he nu�ber of landscape patches 
is one-forth of the nu�ber of sub-sections. �he results of counting landscape patches for 1952 and 1987 are 
very close to the nu�ber of patches chosen by �unz (2005) on topographical �aps fro� 1954 and 1985.   
Si�ilar tendency, and variability in ti�e is characteristic for total edge index. Gained values of shape indicator 
and fractal di�ension for forest landscape and age units are characteristic because of their ti�e variation. 
Values gained for forest landscape units and also for forest age units are higher than for forest sub-sections. 
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Fig. 1. Part of the analyzed area on: aerial photographs fro� 1951 (a), 1976 (b), I�ONOS satellite i�agery fro� 2003 (c), 
general �ap of tree stands fro� 1966 (d), 1976 (e) and 1985 (f)
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�able. 1. Values of the chosen indices of spatial landscape pattern calculated with regard to various landscape unitsvarious landscape units
Landscape units Year NU�P �E [k�] �SI F� S�I

forest subsection
1952

388 418,29 1,49 1,32 0,88
forest landscape unit 92 207,05 1,93 1,38 1,49
forest age unit 209 317,51 1,58 1,33 1,71
forest subsection

1966
652 590,18 1,58 1,34 0,61

forest landscape unit 72 172,43 1,91 1,38 1,43
forest age unit 293 409,89 1,66 1,34 1,74
forest subsection

1976
441 507,81 1,65 1,33 0,48

forest landscape unit 49 116,68 1,64 1,35 1,32
forest age unit 223 375,61 1,74 1,34 1,67
forest subsection

1987
446 514,03 1,63 1,33 0,42

forest landscape unit 49 114,29 1,78 1,30 1,20
forest age unit 256 406,07 1,74 1,32 1,77
forest subsection

2000
489 536,65 1,66 1,34 0,42

forest landscape unit 46 115,53 1,67 1,35 1,24
forest age unit 279 420,04 1,74 1,36 1,85

Fig. 3. �he changes in nu�ber of patches (top) and Shannon diversity index (botto�) in 1952-2000 according to three types 
of landscape units
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Fig. 2. Forest landscape units (left) and forest age units (right) in 1952-2000
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1976

2000
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�his difference is very clear in the initial period (1952-56) and it gets s�aller and s�aller during the passage 
of ti�e.  
Shannon variability index is higher for the landscape co�posed of forest landscape and age units than co�posed 
of subsections (fig. 3). For the last landscape unit its value does not exceed 0.8 and it gets s�aller, and at the 
sa�e ti�e for forest age units for the whole analyze period it increases and gains the value of over 1.7. �his 
shows the increase in tree stands age variability in the analyzed ti�e.
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